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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the model of wiretap channel with action-dependent
channel state information. Given the message to be communicated, the transmitter chooses
an action sequence that affects the formation of the channel states, and then generates the
channel input sequence based on the state sequence and the message. The main channel and
the wiretap channel are two discrete memoryless channels (DMCs), and they are connected
with the legitimate receiver and the wiretapper, respectively. Moreover, the transition
probability distribution of the main channel depends on the channel state. Measuring
wiretapper’s uncertainty about the message by equivocation, inner and outer bounds on the
capacity-equivocation region are provided both for the case where the channel inputs are
allowed to depend non-causally on the state sequence and the case where they are restricted
to causal dependence. Furthermore, the secrecy capacities for both cases are bounded, which
provide the best transmission rate with perfect secrecy. The result is further explained via a
binary example.
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1. Introduction
Communication through state-dependent channels, with states known at the transmitter, was ﬁrst
investigated by Shannon [1] in 1958. In [1], the capacity of the discrete memoryless channel with causal
(past and current) channel state information at the encoder was totally determined. After that, in order to
solve the problem of coding for a computer memory with defective cells, Kuznetsov and Tsybakov [2]
considered a channel in the presence of non-causal channel state information at the transmitter. They
provided some coding techniques without determination of the capacity. The capacity was found in
1980 by Gel’fand and Pinsker [3]. Furthermore, Costa [4] investigated a power constrained additive
noise channel, where part of the noise is known at the transmitter as side information. This channel
is also called dirty paper channel. The assumption in these seminar papers, as well as in the work on
communication with state dependent channels that followed, is that the channel states are generated by
nature, and can not be affected or controlled by the communication system.
In 2009, Weissman [5] revisited the above problem setting for the case where the transmitter can
take actions that affect the formation of the states, see Figure 1. Speciﬁcally, Weissman considered
a communication system where encoding is in two parts: given the message, an action sequence is
created. The actions affect the formation of the channel states, which are accessible to the transmitter
when producing the channel input sequence. The capacity of this model is totally determined both for
the case where the channel inputs are allowed to depend non-causally on the state sequence and the case
where they are restricted to causal dependence. This framework captures various new channel coding
scenarios that may arise naturally in recording for magnetic storage devices or coding for computer
memories with defects.
Figure 1. Channel with action-dependent states.
Transmission of conﬁdential messages has been studied in the literature of several classes of channels.
Wyner, in his well-known paper on the wiretap channel [6], studied the problem how to transmit the
conﬁdential messages to the legitimate receiver via a degraded broadcast channel, while keeping the
wiretapper as ignorant of the messages as possible, see Figure 2. Measuring the uncertainty of the
wiretapper by equivocation, the capacity-equivocation region was established. Furthermore, the secrecy
capacity was also established, which provided the maximum transmission rate with perfect secrecy.
After the publication of Wyner’s work, Csisz ar and K¨ orner [7] investigated a more general situation:
the broadcast channels with conﬁdential messages (BCC). In this model, a common message and a
conﬁdential message were sent through a general broadcast channel. The common message was assumed
to be decoded correctly by the legitimate receiver and the wiretapper, while the conﬁdential message was
only allowed to be obtained by the legitimate receiver. This model is also a generalization of [8], whereEntropy 2013, 15 447
no conﬁdentiality condition is imposed. The capacity-equivocation region and the secrecy capacity
region of BCC [7] were totally determined, and the results were also a generalization of those in [6].
Based on Wyner’s work, Leung-Yan-Cheong and Hellman studied the Gaussian wiretap channel(GWC)
[9], and showed that its secrecy capacity was the difference between the main channel capacity and the
overall wiretap channel capacity (the cascade of main channel and wiretap channel).
Figure 2. Wiretap channel.
Inspired by the above works, Mitrpant et al. [10] studied transmission of conﬁdential messages in the
channels with channel state information (CSI). In [10], an inner bound on the capacity-equivocation
region was provided for the Gaussian wiretap channel with CSI. Furthermore, Chen et al. [11]
investigated the discrete memoryless wiretap channel with noncausal CSI (see Figure 3), and also
provided an inner bound on the capacity-equivocation region. Note that the coding scheme of [11] is
a combination of those in [3,6] Based on the work of [11], Dai [12] provided an outer bound on the
wiretap channel with noncausal CSI, and determined the capacity-equivocation region for the model of
wiretap channel with memoryless CSI, where the memoryless means that at the i-th time, the output of
the channel encoder depends only on the i-th time CSI.
Figure 3. Wiretap channel with noncausal channel state information.
In this paper, we study the wiretap channel with action-dependent channel state information, see
Figure 4. Concretely, the transmitted message W is ﬁrstly encoded as an action sequence AN, and
AN is the input of a discrete memoryless channel (DMC). The output of this DMC is the channel state
sequence SN. Then, the transmitted message W and the state sequence SN are encoded as XN. The
mainchannelisaDMCwithinputsXN andSN, andoutputY N. ThewiretapchannelisalsoaDMCwith
input Y N and output ZN. Since the action-dependent state captures various new coding scenarios for
channels with a rewrite option that may arise naturally in storage for computer memories with defects or
in magnetic recoding, it is natural to ask: how about the security of these channel models in the presence
of a wiretapper? Measuring wiretapper’s uncertainty about the transmitted message by equivocation, the
inner and outer bounds on the capacity-equivocation region of the model of Figure 4 are provided bothEntropy 2013, 15 448
for the case where the channel input is allowed to depend non-causally on the state sequence and the
case where it is restricted to causal dependence.
Figure 4. Wiretap channel with action-dependent channel state information.
In this paper, random variables, sample values and alphabets are denoted by capital letters, lower case
letters and calligraphic letters, respectively. A similar convention is applied to the random vectors and
their sample values. For example, UN denotes a random N-vector (U1;:::;UN), and uN = (u1;:::;uN) is
a speciﬁc vector value in UN that is the Nth Cartesian power of U. UN
i denotes a random N i+1-vector
(Ui;:::;UN), and uN
i = (ui;:::;uN) is a speciﬁc vector value in UN
i . Let pV(v) denote the probability
mass function PrfV = vg. Throughout the paper, the logarithmic function is to the base 2.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic deﬁnitions and
the main result on the capacity-equivocation region of wiretap channel with action-dependent channel
state information. In Section 3, we provide a binary example of the model of Figure 4. Final conclusions
are presented in Section 4.
2. Notations, Deﬁnitions and the Main Results
In this section, the model of Figure 4 is considered into two parts. The model of Figure 4 with
noncausal channel state information is described in Subsection 2.1, and the causal case is described in
Subsection 2.2, see the followings.
2.1. The Model of Figure 4 with Noncausal Channel State Information
In this subsection, a description of the wiretap channel with noncausal action-dependent channel
state information is given by Deﬁnition 1 to Deﬁnition 6. The inner and outer bounds on the
capacity-equivocation region Cn composed of all achievable (R;Re) pairs are given in Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2, respectively, where the achievable (R;Re) pair is deﬁned in Deﬁnition 6.
Deﬁnition 1 (Action encoder) The message W take values in W, and it is uniformly distributed over its
range. The action encoder is a deterministic mapping:
f
N
1 : W ! A
N (1)
The input of the action encoder is W, while the output is AN.Entropy 2013, 15 449
The channel state sequence SN is generated by a DMC with input AN and output SN. The transition
probability distribution is given by
pSNjAN(s
Nja
N) =
N Y
i=1
pSijAi(sijai) (2)
Note that the components of the state sequence SN may not be i.i.d. random variables, and this is due to
the fact that AN is not i.i.d. generated.
The transmission rate of the message is
logkWk
N .
Deﬁnition 2 (Channel encoder) The inputs of the channel encoder are W and SN, while the output is
XN. The channel encoder fN
2 is a matrix of conditional probabilities fN
2 (xNjw;sN), where xN 2 X N,
w 2 W, sN 2 SN,
P
xN fN
2 (xNjw;sN) = 1, and fN
2 (xNjw;sN) is the probability that the message w
and the channel state sequence sN are encoded as the channel input xN.
Since the channel encoder knows the state sequence sN in a noncausal manner, at the i-th time
(1  i  N), the channel encoder fN
2;i is a matrix of conditional probabilities fN
2;i(xijw;sN), where
xi 2 X, w 2 W, sN 2 SN,
P
xi fN
2;i(xijw;sN) = 1, and fN
2;i(xijw;sN) is the probability that the
message w and the channel state sequence sN are encoded as the i-th time channel input xi.
The transmission rate of the message is
logkWk
N .
Deﬁnition 3 (Main channel) The main channel is a DMC with ﬁnite input alphabet X S, ﬁnite output
alphabet Y, and transition probability QM(yjx;s), where x 2 X;s 2 S;y 2 Y. QM(yNjxN;sN) =
QN
n=1 QM(ynjxn;sn). The inputs of the main channel are XN and SN, while the output is Y N.
Deﬁnition 4 (Wiretap channel) The wiretap channel is also a DMC with ﬁnite input alphabet Y, ﬁnite
output alphabet Z, and transition probability QW(zjy), where y 2 Y;z 2 Z. The input and output of
the wiretap channel are Y N and ZN, respectively. The equivocation to the wiretapper is deﬁned as
 =
H(WjZN)
N
(3)
The cascade of the main channel and the wiretap channel is another DMC with transition probability
QMW(zjx;s) =
X
y2Y
QW(zjy)QM(yjx;s) (4)
Note that, (XN;SN) ! Y N ! ZN and W ! AN ! SN are two Markov chains in the model
of Figure 4.
Deﬁnition 5 (Decoder) The decoder for the legitimate receiver is a mapping fD1 : YN ! W, with input
Y N and output c W. Let Pe be the error probability of the receiver , and it is deﬁned as PrfW 6= c Wg.
Deﬁnition 6 (Achievable (R;Re) pair in the model of Figure 4) A pair (R;Re) (where R;Re > 0) is
called achievable if, for any  > 0 (where  is an arbitrary small positive real number and  ! 0), there
exists channel encoders-decoders (N;Pe) such that
lim
N!1
log k W k
N
= R; lim
N!1
  RePe   (5)Entropy 2013, 15 450
The capacity-equivocation region Rn is a set composed of all achievable (R;Re) pairs. Inner and
outer bounds on Rn are respectively provided in the following Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 are respectively proved in Section A and Section B.
Theorem 1 (Inner bound) A single-letter characterization of the region Rni is as follows,
R
(ni) = f(R;Re) : 0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)
Re  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z)
Re  H(AjZ)g
where pUASXY Z(u;a;s;x;y;z) = pZjY(zjy)pY jX;S(yjx;s)pUAXS(u;a;x;s), which implies that
(A;U) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z.
The region R(ni) satisﬁes R(ni)  R(n).
Remark 1 There are some notes on Theorem 1, see the following.
 The formula Re  H(AjZ) in Theorem 1 implies that the wiretapper obtains the information
about the message not only from the codeword transmitted in the channels, but also from the
action sequence aN. If the wiretapper knows aN, he knows the corresponding message.
 The region R(ni) is convex, and the proof is directly obtained by introducing a time sharing random
variable into Theorem 1, and therefore, we omit the proof here.
 The range of the random variable U satisﬁes
kUk  kXkkAkkSk + 2
The proof is in Section C.
 Without the equivocation parameter, the capacity of the main channel is given by
CM = max
pXjU;S(xju;s)pUjA;S(uja;s)pA(a)
(I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)) (6)
The formula (6) is proved by Weissman [5], and it is omitted here.
 Secrecy capacity
The points in R(ni) for which Re = R are of considerable interest, which imply the perfect secrecy
H(W) = H(WjZN). Clearly, we can easily bound the secrecy capacity Cn
s of the model of Figure
4 with noncausal channel state information by
C
n
s  max
pUAXS(u;a;x;s)
minfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA);H(AjZ)g (7)
Proof 1 (Proof of (7)) Substituting Re = R into the region R(ni) in Theorem 1, we have
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z) (8)
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA) (9)
R  H(AjZ) (10)Entropy 2013, 15 451
Note that the pair (R = maxminfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA);H(AjZ)g;
Re = R) is achievable, and therefore, the secrecy capacity C
(n)
s  maxminfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);
I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA);H(AjZ)g. Thus the proof is completed.
Theorem 2 (Outer bound) A single-letter characterization of the region Rno is as follows,
R
(no) = f(R;Re) : 0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)
Re  I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV )g
where pUKV ASXY Z(u;k;v;a;s;x;y;z) = pZjY(zjy)pY jX;S(yjx;s)pXjU;S(xju;s)pV jK(vjk)
pKjU(kju)pU;A;S(u;a;s), which implies that (A;U;K;V ) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z and
V ! K ! U ! Y ! Z are two Markov chains.
The region R(no) satisﬁes R(n)  R(no).
Remark 2 There are some notes on Theorem 2, see the following.
 The region R(no) is convex, and the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. Therefore, we omit the
proof here.
 The ranges of the random variables U, V and K satisfy
kUk  kXkkAkkSk + 1
kVk  kXkkAkkSk
kKk  kXk
2kAk
2kSk
2
The proof is in Section D.
 Observing the formula Re  I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) in Theorem 2, we have
I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) =(a) I(U;Y )   H(ZjV ) + H(ZjK)
 I(U;Y )   H(Z) + H(ZjK)
 I(U;Y )   H(Z) + H(ZjK;U)
=(b) I(U;Y )   H(Z) + H(ZjU) = I(U;Y )   I(U;Z) (11)
where (a) is from the fact that V ! K ! Z, and (b) is from the Markov chain K ! U ! Y ! Z.
Then it is easy to see that R(ni)  R(no).
 The secrecy capacity Cn
s of the model of Figure 4 with noncausal channel state information is
upper bounded by
C
n
s  max
pX;U;K;V;A;S(x;u;k;v;a;s)
minfI(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV );I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)g (12)
The upper bound is easily obtained by substituting Re = R into the region R(no) in Theorem 2,
and therefore, we omit the proof here.Entropy 2013, 15 452
2.2. The Model of Figure 4 with Causal Channel State Information
The model of Figure 4 with causal channel state information is similar to the model with noncausal
channel state information in Subsection 2.1, except that the state sequence SN in Deﬁnition 1 is known
to the channel encoder in a causal manner, i.e., at the i-th time (1  i  N), the output of the encoder
xi = f2;i(w;si), where si = (s1;s2;:::;si) and f2;i is the probability that the message w and the state si
are encoded as the channel input xi at time i. Deﬁne
f
N(x
Njw;s
N) =
N Y
i=1
fi(xijw;s
i) (13)
Inner and outer bounds on the capacity-equivocation region Rc for the model of Figure 4 with causal
channel state information are respectively provided in the following Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, and they
are proved in Section E and Section F.
Theorem 3 (Inner bound) A single-letter characterization of the region Rci is as follows,
R
(ci) = f(R;Re) : 0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )
Re  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z)
Re  H(AjZ)g
where pUASXY Z(u;a;s;x;y;z) = pZjY(zjy)pY jX;S(yjx;s)pXjU;S(xju;s)pSjA(sja)pUA(u;a), which
implies that (A;U) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z and U ! A ! S.
The region R(ci) satisﬁes R(ci)  R(c).
Remark 3 There are some notes on Theorem 3, see the following.
 The region R(ci) is convex.
 The range of the random variable U satisﬁes
kUk  kXkkAkkSk + 1
The proof is similar to that in Theorem 1, and it is omitted here.
 Without the equivocation parameter, the capacity of the main channel is given by
C

M = max
pXjU;S(xju;s)pU;A(u;a)
I(U;Y ) (14)
The formula (14) is proved by Weissman [5], and it is omitted here.
 Secrecy capacity
The points in R(ci) for which Re = R are of considerable interest, which imply the perfect secrecy
H(W) = H(WjZN). Clearly, we can easily bound the secrecy capacity C
(c)
s of the model of
Figure 4 with causal channel state information by
C
(c)
s  max
pXjU;S(xju;s)pUA(u;a)
minfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g (15)Entropy 2013, 15 453
Proof 2 (Proof of (15)) Substituting Re = R into the region R(ci) in Theorem 3, we have
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z) (16)
R  I(U;Y ) (17)
R  H(AjZ) (18)
Note that the pair (R = maxminfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g;Re = R) is achievable, and
therefore, the secrecy capacity C
(c)
s  maxminfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g. Thus the proof
is completed.
Theorem 4 (Outer bound) A single-letter characterization of the region Rco is as follows,
R
(co) = f(R;Re) : 0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )
Re  I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV )g
where pUKV ASXY Z(u;k;v;a;s;x;y;z) = pZjY(zjy)pY jX;S(yjx;s)pXjU;S(xju;s)pV jK(vjk)pKjU(kju)
pU;A;S(u;a;s), which implies that (A;U;K;V ) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z and V ! K ! U ! Y ! Z are
two Markov chains.
The region R(co) satisﬁes R(c)  R(co).
Remark 4 There are some notes on Theorem 4, see the following.
 The region R(co) is convex.
 The ranges of the random variables U, V and K satisfy
kUk  kXkkAkkSk
kVk  kXkkAkkSk
kKk  kXk
2kAk
2kSk
2
The proof is similar to that in Section D, and it is omitted here.
 The secrecy capacity C
(c)
s of the model of Figure 4 with causal channel state information is upper
bounded by
C
(c)
s  max
pXjU;S(xju;s)pU;K;V;A;S(u;k;v;a;s)
I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) (19)
The upper bound is easily obtained by substituting Re = R into the region R(co) in Theorem 4,
and therefore, we omit the proof here.
3. A Binary Example for the Model of Figure 4 with Causal Channel State Information
In this section, we calculate the bound on secrecy capacity of a special case of the model of Figure 4
with causal channel state information.
Suppose that the channel state information SN is available at the channel encoder in a casual manner.
Meanwhile, the random variables X, Y and Z take values in f0;1g, and the transition probability of the
main channel is deﬁned as follows:Entropy 2013, 15 454
When s = 0,
pY jX;S(yjx;s = 0) =
(
1   p; if y = x;
p; otherwise:
(20)
When s = 1,
pY jX;S(yjx;s = 1) =
(
p; if y = x;
1   p; otherwise:
(21)
The wiretap channel is a BSC (binary symmetric channel) with crossover probability q, i.e.,
pZjY(zjy) =
(
1   q; if y = x;
q; otherwise:
(22)
The channel for generating the state sequence SN is a BSC with crossover probability r, i.e.,
pSjA(sja) =
(
1   r; if y = x;
r; otherwise:
(23)
From Remark 3 and Remark 4 we know that the secrecy capacity for the causal case is bounded by
maxminfI(U;Y ) I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g  C
c
s  max(I(U;Y ) I(K;ZjV )) 
(a) maxI(U;Y ): (24)
Note that in (a), “=” is achieved if V = K. Moreover, maxI(U;Y ), maxH(AjZ) and max(I(U;Y )  
I(U;Z)) are achieved if A is a function of U and X is a function of U and S, and this is similar to the
argument in [5]. Deﬁne a = g(u) and x = f(u;s), then (24) can be written as
max
f;g;pU(u)
minfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g  C
c
s  max
f;g;pU(u)
I(U;Y ) (25)
and this is because the joint probability distribution pAUSXY Z(a;u;s;x;y;z) can be calculated by
pAUSXY Z(a;u;s;x;y;z) = pZjY(zjy)pY jX;S(yjx;s)1x=f(u;s)pSjA(sja)1a=g(u)pU(u) (26)
Now it remains to calculate the characters maxf;g;pU(u)(I(U;Y ) I(U;Z)), maxf;g;pU(u) H(AjZ) and
maxf;g;pU(u) I(U;Y ), see the remaining of this section.
Let U take values in f0;1g. The probability of U is deﬁned as follows. pU(0) =  and pU(1) = 1 .
In addition, there are 16 kinds of f and 4 kinds of g. Deﬁne
f
(1)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 0;
10 ! 0;11 ! 0:
f
(2)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 0;
10 ! 0;11 ! 1:
(27)
f
(3)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 0;
10 ! 1;11 ! 0:
f
(4)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 0;
10 ! 1;11 ! 1:
(28)
f
(5)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 1;
10 ! 0;11 ! 0:
f
(6)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 1;
10 ! 0;11 ! 1:
(29)
f
(7)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 1;
10 ! 1;11 ! 0:
f
(8)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 0;01 ! 1;
10 ! 1;11 ! 1:
(30)Entropy 2013, 15 455
f
(9)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 0;
10 ! 0;11 ! 0:
f
(10)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 0;
10 ! 0;11 ! 1:
(31)
f
(11)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 0;
10 ! 1;11 ! 0:
f
(12)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 0;
10 ! 1;11 ! 1:
(32)
f
(13)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 1;
10 ! 0;11 ! 0:
f
(14)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 1;
10 ! 0;11 ! 1:
(33)
f
(15)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 1;
10 ! 1;11 ! 0:
f
(16)(u;s) :
(
00 ! 1;01 ! 1;
10 ! 1;11 ! 1:
(34)
g
(1)(u) :
(
0 ! 0;
1 ! 0:
g
(2)(u) :
(
0 ! 0;
1 ! 1:
(35)
g
(3)(u) :
(
0 ! 1;
1 ! 0:
g
(4)(u) :
(
0 ! 1;
1 ! 1:
(36)
The character I(U;Y ) depends on the joint probability mass functions pUY(u;y), and we have
pUY(u;y) =
X
x;s;a
pUY XSA(u;y;x;s;a)
=
X
x;s;a
pY jXS(yjx;s)pXjU;S(xju;s)pU(u)pAjU(aju)pSjA(sja) (37)
The character I(U;Z) depends on the joint probability mass functions pUZ(u;z), and we have
pUZ(u;z) =
X
y
pUY Z(u;y;z)
=
X
y
pZjY(zjy)pU;Y(u;y) (38)
By choosing the above f, g and , we ﬁnd that
max
f;g;pU(u)
(I(U;Y ) I(U;Z)) = maxfh(p?q) h(p);
h(q ? (r ? p))   h(p ? r)
2r
 (
1
2r
 1)(h(p?q) h(p))g
(39)
where p ? q = p + q   2pq. Moreover, h(p ? q)   h(p) is achieved when f = f(7), g = g(2) and  = 1
2,
and
h(q?(r?p)) h(p?r)
2r   ( 1
2r   1)(h(p ? q)   h(p)) is achieved when f = f(2), g = g(2) and  = 1
2.
Moreover,
max
f;g;pU(u)
H(AjZ) = h(p ? q) (40)
where p ? q = p + q   2pq. Moreover, h(p ? q) is achieved when f = f(7), g = g(2) and  = 1
2.
In addition,
max
f;g;pU(u)
I(U;Y ) = 1   h(p) (41)
and “=” is achieved if f = f(7), g = g(2) and  = 1
2.Entropy 2013, 15 456
Itiseasytoseethatmaxf;g;pU(u) H(AjZ) = h(p?q)  maxf;g;pU(u)(I(U;Y ) I(U;Z)) andtherefore,
the secrecy capacity for the causal case is bounded by
maxfh(p ? q)   h(p);
h(q ? (r ? p))   h(p ? r)
2r
  (
1
2r
  1)(h(p ? q)   h(p))g  C
c
s  1   h(p) (42)
The following Figure 5 gives lower and upper bounds on the secrecy capacity of the model of
Figure 4 with causal channel state information. It is easy to see that when q = 0:5, the lower bound
meets with the upper bound, i.e., the secrecy capacity Cc
s satisﬁes Cc
s = 1   h(p). This is because when
q = 0:5, zero leakage is always satisﬁed and the problem reduces to the problem of coding for channel
with causal states. Moreover, when r is ﬁxed, the bounds on secrecy capacity are getting better while p
is decreasing.
Figure 5. When r=0.2, lower and upper bounds on the secrecy capacity of the model of
Figure 4 with causal channel state information.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we study the model of the wiretap channel with action-dependent channel state
information. Inner and outer bounds on the capacity-equivocation region are provided both for the
case where the channel inputs are allowed to depend non-causally on the state sequence and the case
where they are restricted to causal dependence. Furthermore, the secrecy capacities for both cases are
bounded, which provide the best transmission rate with perfect secrecy. The result is further explained
via a binary‘example.
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A. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we will show that any pair (R;Re) 2 Rni is achievable. Gel’fand-Pinsker’s binning
and Wyner’s random binning technique are used in the construction of the code-books.
Now the remainder of this section is organized as follows. The code construction is in
Subsection A.1. The proof of achievability is given in Subsection A.2.
A.1. Code Construction
Since Re  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z), Re  H(AjZ) and Re  R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA), it is sufﬁcient
to show that the pair (R;Re = minfI(U;Y )   max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA)));H(AjZ)g is achievable, and
note that this implies that R  Re = minfI(U;Y )   max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA)));H(AjZ)g.Entropy 2013, 15 458
The construction of the code and the proof of achievability are considered into two cases:
 (Case 1) If H(AjZ)  I(U;Y )   max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA))), double binning technique [11] is
used in the construction of the code-book.
 (Case 2) If H(AjZ)  I(U;Y )   max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA))), Gel’fand-Pinsker’s binning
technique [3] is used in the construction of the code-book.
 (Code construction for Case 1)
Given a pair (R;Re), choose a joint probability mass function pU;A;S;X;Y;Z(u;a;s;x;y;z) such that
0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)
Re = I(U;Y )   max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA)))
The message set W satisﬁes the following condition:
lim
N!1
1
N
log k W k= R = I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)    (A1)
where  is a ﬁxed positive real numbers and
0   
(a) max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA)))   I(U;SjA) (A2)
Note that (a) is from R  Re = I(U;Y )   max(I(U;Z);I(U;SjA))) and (A1). Let
W = f1;2;:::;2NRg.
Code-book generation:
– (Construction of AN)
Generate 2NR i.i.d. sequences aN, according to the probability mass function pA(a). Index
each sequence by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg. For a given message w (w 2 W), choose a
corresponding aN(w) as the output of the action encoder.
– (Construction of UN)
For the transmitted action sequence aN(w), generate 2N(I(U;Y ) 2;N) (2;N ! 0 as N ! 1)
i.i.d. sequences uN, according to the probability mass function pUjA(uijai(w)). Distribute
these sequences at random into 2NR = 2N(I(U;Y ) I(U;SjA) ) bins such that each bin contains
2N(I(U;SjA)+ 2;N) sequences. Index each bin by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg. Then place the
2N(I(U;SjA)+ 2;N) sequences in every bin randomly into 2N(max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z)) I(U;Z)+3;N)
(3;N ! 0 as N ! 1) subbins such that every subbin contains
2N(I(U;SjA)+ 2;N max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z))+I(U;Z) 3;N) sequences. Let J be the random variable
to represent the index of the subbin. Index each subbin by
j 2 f1;2;:::;2N(max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z)) I(U;Z)+3;N)g, i.e.,
logkJk = N(max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z))   I(U;Z) + 3;N): (A3)
Here note that the number of the sequences in every subbin is upper bounded as follows.
I(U;SjA) +    2;N   max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z)) + I(U;Z)   3;N
(a) I(U;Z)   2;N   3;N (A4)Entropy 2013, 15 459
where (a) is from (A2). This implies that
lim
N!1
H(U
NjW;J;Z
N) = 0: (A5)
Note that (A5) can be proved by using Fano’s inequality and (A4).
Let sN be the state sequence generated in response to the action sequence aN(w). For a
given message w (w 2 W) and channel state sN, try to ﬁnd a sequence uN(w;i) in bin
w such that (uN(w;i);aN(w);sN) 2 T N
UAS(2). If multiple such sequences in bin w exist,
choose the one with the smallest index in the bin. If no such sequence exists, declare an
encoding error.
Figure A1 shows the construction of UN for case 1, see the following.
Figure A1. Code-book construction for UN in Theorem 1 for case 1.
– (Construction of XN) The xN is generated according to a new discrete memoryless
channel (DMC) with inputs uN, sN, and output xN. The transition probability of this
new DMC is pXjU;S(xju;s), which is obtained from the joint probability mass function
pU;A;S;X;Y;Z(u;a;s;x;y;z). The probability
pXNjUN;SN(xNjuN;sN) is calculated as follows.
pXNjUN;SN(x
Nju
N;s
N) =
N Y
i=1
pXjU;S(xijui;si) (A6)
Decoding:
Given a vector yN 2 YN, try to ﬁnd a sequence uN(^ w;^ i) such that (uN(^ w;^ i);aN(^ w);
yN) 2 T N
UAY (3). If there exist sequences with the same ^ w, put out the corresponding ^ w.
Otherwise, i.e., if no such sequence exists or multiple sequences have different message indices,
declare a decoding error.
 (Code construction for Case 2)
Given a pair (R;Re), choose a joint probability mass function pU;A;S;X;Y;Z(u;a;s;x;y;z) such that
0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)
Re = H(AjZ)Entropy 2013, 15 460
The message set W satisﬁes the following condition:
lim
N!1
1
N
log k W k= R = I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)   1; (A7)
where 1 is a ﬁxed positive real numbers and
0  1 
(b) I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA)   H(AjZ): (A8)
Note that (b) is from R  Re = H(AjZ) and (A7). Let W = f1;2;:::;2NRg.
Code-book generation:
– (Construction of AN)
Generate 2NR i.i.d. sequences aN, according to the probability mass function pA(a). Index
each sequence by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg. For a given message w (w 2 W), choose a
corresponding aN(w) as the output of the action encoder.
– (Construction of UN)
For the transmitted action sequence aN(w), generate 2N(I(U;Y ) 2;N) (2;N ! 0 as N ! 1)
i.i.d. sequences uN, according to the probability mass function pUjA(uijai(w)). Distribute
thesesequencesatrandominto2NR = 2N(I(U;Y ) I(U;SjA) 1) binssuchthateachbincontains
2N(I(U;SjA)+1 2;N) sequences. Index each bin by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg.
Let sN be the state sequence generated in response to the action sequence aN(w). For a
given message w (w 2 W) and channel state sN, try to ﬁnd a sequence uN(w;i) in bin
w such that (uN(w;i);aN(w);sN) 2 T N
UAS(2). If multiple such sequences in bin w exist,
choose the one with the smallest index in the bin. If no such sequence exists, declare an
encoding error.
Figure A2 shows the construction of UN for case 2, see the following.
Figure A2. Code-book construction for UN in Theorem 1 for case 2.
– (Construction of XN) The xN is generated the same as that for the case 1, and it is
omitted here.
Decoding:
Given a vector yN 2 YN, try to ﬁnd a sequence uN(^ w;^ i) such that (uN(^ w;^ i);aN(^ w);
yN) 2 T N
UAY (3). If there exist sequences with the same ^ w, put out the corresponding ^ w.
Otherwise, i.e., if no such sequence exists or multiple sequences have different message indices,
declare a decoding error.Entropy 2013, 15 461
A.2. Proof of Achievability
By using the above deﬁnitions, it is easy to verify that limN!1
logkWk
N = R.
Then, for the two cases, note that the above encoding and decoding schemes are similar to the one
used in [5]. Hence, by similar arguments as in [5], it is easy to show that Pe   for both cases, and the
proof is omitted here. It remains to show that limN!1   Re for the two cases, see the following.
Proof of limN!1   Re for case 1
lim
N!1
 = lim
N!1
1
N
H(WjZ
N)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(W;Z
N)   H(Z
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(W;Z
N;U
N;J)   H(J;U
NjZ
N;W)   H(Z
N))
(a)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(Z
NjU
N) + H(U
N;J;W)   H(J;U
NjZ
N;W)   H(Z
N))
(b)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(Z
NjU
N) + H(U
N)   H(J;U
NjZ
N;W)   H(Z
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(U
N)   H(J;U
NjZ
N;W)   I(Z
N;U
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(U
N)   H(JjZ
N;W)   H(U
NjZ
N;W;J)   I(Z
N;U
N))
(c)
 lim
N!1
1
N
(H(U
N)   logkJk   H(U
NjZ
N;W;J)   I(Z
N;U
N))
 lim
N!1
1
N
(H(U
N)   H(U
NjY
N)   logkJk   H(U
NjZ
N;W;J)   I(Z
N;U
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(I(Y
N;U
N)   logkJk   H(U
NjZ
N;W;J)   I(Z
N;U
N))
(d)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(NI(Y ;U)   logkJk   H(U
NjZ
N;W;J)   NI(Z;U))
(e)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(NI(Y ;U)   N max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z)) + NI(U;Z)   N3;N   NI(Z;U))
(f)
= I(Y ;U)   max(I(U;SjA);I(U;Z)) = Re (A9)
where (a) is from (W;J) ! UN ! ZN, (b) is from H(J;WjUN) = 0, (c) is from H(JjZN;W) 
H(J)  logkJk, (d) is from that SN, UN and XN are i.i.d. generated random vectors, and the channels
are discrete memoryless, (e) is from (A3) and (A5), and (f) is from 3;N ! 0 as N ! 1.
Thus, limN!1   Re for case 1 is proved.
Proof of limN!1   Re for case 2
lim
N!1
 = lim
N!1
1
N
H(WjZ
N)
=(1) lim
N!1
1
N
H(A
NjZ
N)
=(2) lim
N!1
1
N
(NH(AjZ))
= H(AjZ) = Re (A10)Entropy 2013, 15 462
where (1) is from AN is a function of W, and (2) is from AN and XN are i.i.d. generated random vectors,
and the channels are discrete memoryless.
Thus, limN!1   Re for case 2 is proved.
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we prove Theorem 2: all the achievable (R;Re) pairs are contained in the set
R(no). Suppose (R;Re) is achievable, i.e., for any given  > 0, there exists a channel encoder-decoder
(N;;Pe) such that
lim
N!1
log k W k
N
= R; lim
N!1
  Re;Pe  
Then we will show the existence of random variables (A;U;K;V ) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z such that
0  Re R (A11)
R  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA) (A12)
Re  I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) (A13)
Since W is uniformly distributed over W, we have H(W) = log k W k. The formulas (A12) and
(A13) are proved by Lemma 1, see the following.
Lemma 1 The random vectors Y N, ZN and the random variables W, V , U, K, A, Y , Z of Theorem 2,
satisfy:
1
N
H(W)  I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA) +
1
N
(Pe) (A14)
1
N
H(WjZ
N)  I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) +
1
N
(Pe) (A15)
where (Pe) = h(Pe) + Pe log(jWj   1). Note that h(Pe) =  Pe logPe   (1   Pe)log(1   Pe)
Substituting H(W) = log k W k and (5) into (A14) and (A15), and using the fact that  ! 0, the
formulas (A12) and (A13) are obtained. The formula (A11) is from
Re  lim
N!1
 = lim
N!1
1
N
H(WjZ
N)  lim
N!1
1
N
H(W) = R
It remains to prove Lemma 1, see the following.
Proof 3 (Proof of Lemma 1) The formula (A14) follows from (A16), (A18) and (A28). The
formula (A15) is from (A16), (A17), (A18), (A22), (A28) and (A29).
<Part i> We begin with the left parts of the inequalities (A14) and (A15), see the following.
Since W ! Y N ! ZN is a Markov chain, for the message W, we have
1
N
H(W) =
1
N
H(WjY
N) +
1
N
I(Y
N;W)
(a) 1
N
(Pe) +
1
N
I(Y
N;W) (A16)Entropy 2013, 15 463
For the equivocation to the wiretapper, we have
1
N
H(WjZ
N) =
1
N
(H(W)   I(W;Z
N))
=
1
N
(H(W) + H(WjY
N)   H(WjY
N)   I(W;Z
N))
=
1
N
(I(W;Y
N) + H(WjY
N)   I(W;Z
N))
(b) 1
N
(I(W;Y
N)   I(W;Z
N) + (Pe)) (A17)
Note that (a) and (b) follow from Fano’s inequality.
<Part ii> By using chain rule, the character I(Y N;W) in formulas (A16) and (A17) can be bounded
as follows,
1
N
I(Y
N;W) =
1
N
N X
i=1
I(Yi;WjY
i 1)
=(1) 1
N
N X
i=1
(I(Yi;WjY
i 1)   I(Si;WjS
N
i+1;A
N))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(I(Yi;W;S
N
i+1;A
NjY
i 1)   I(Yi;S
N
i+1;A
NjW;Y
i 1)
 I(Si;W;Y
i 1jS
N
i+1;A
N) + I(Si;Y
i 1jW;S
N
i+1;A
N))
=(2) 1
N
N X
i=1
(I(Yi;W;S
N
i+1;A
NjY
i 1)   I(Si;W;Y
i 1jS
N
i+1;A
N))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(YijY
i 1)   H(YijY
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N)
+H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1))
(3) 1
N
N X
i=1
(H(Yi)   H(YijY
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijAi)
+H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1)) (A18)
where formula (1) follows from that W ! AN ! SN, formula (2) follows from that
N X
i=1
I(Yi;S
N
i+1;A
NjW;Y
i 1) =
N X
i=1
I(Si;Y
i 1jW;S
N
i+1;A
N) (A19)
and formula (3) follows from that Si ! Ai ! (SN
i+1;Ai 1;AN
i+1).Entropy 2013, 15 464
Proof 4 (Proof of (A19)) The left part of (A19) can be rewritten as
N X
i=1
I(Yi;S
N
i+1;A
NjW;Y
i 1) =(1)
N X
i=1
I(Yi;S
N
i+1;A
NjW;Y
i 1;A
N)
=
N X
i=1
I(Yi;S
N
i+1jW;Y
i 1;A
N)
=
N X
i=1
N X
j=i+1
I(Yi;SjjA
N;Y
i 1;W;S
N
j+1)
=
N X
j=1
N X
i=j+1
I(Yj;SijA
N;Y
j 1;S
N
i+1;W)
=
N X
i=1
i 1 X
j=1
I(Yj;SijA
N;Y
j 1;S
N
i+1;W) (A20)
where (1) is from the fact that AN is a deterministic function of W.
The right part of (A19) can be rewritten as
N X
i=1
I(Si;Y
i 1jW;S
N
i+1;A
N) =
N X
i=1
i 1 X
j=1
I(Yj;SijA
N;W;Y
j 1;S
N
i+1) (A21)
The formula (A19) is proved by (A20) and (A21). The proof is completed.
<Part iii> Similar to (A18), the character I(W;ZN) in formula (A17) can be rewritten as follows,
1
N
I(Z
N;W) =
1
N
N X
i=1
I(Zi;WjZ
i 1)
=(a) 1
N
N X
i=1
(I(Zi;WjZ
i 1)   I(Si;WjS
N
i+1;A
N))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(I(Zi;W;S
N
i+1;A
NjZ
i 1)   I(Zi;S
N
i+1;A
NjW;Z
i 1)
 I(Si;W;Z
i 1jS
N
i+1;A
N) + I(Si;Z
i 1jW;S
N
i+1;A
N))
=(b) 1
N
N X
i=1
(I(Zi;W;S
N
i+1;A
NjZ
i 1)   I(Si;W;Z
i 1jS
N
i+1;A
N))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N)
+H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Z
i 1))

1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijAi)
+H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Z
i 1;Y
i 1))
=(c) 1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijAi)
+H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1)) (A22)Entropy 2013, 15 465
where formula (a) follows from that W ! AN ! SN, formula (b) follows from that
N X
i=1
I(Zi;S
N
i+1;A
NjW;Z
i 1) =
N X
i=1
I(Si;Z
i 1jW;S
N
i+1;A
N) (A23)
and formula (c) follows from that Zi 1 ! (SN
i+1;AN;W;Y i 1) ! Si. Note that the proof of (A23) is
similar to the proof of (A19), and therefore, it is omitted here.
<Part iv> (single letter) To complete the proof, we introduce a random variable J, which is
independent of W, AN, XN, SN, Y N and ZN. Furthermore, J is uniformly distributed over
f1;2;:::;Ng. Deﬁne
U = (W;Y
J 1;S
N
J+1;A
N;J) (A24)
K = (W;Z
J 1;S
N
J+1;A
N;J) (A25)
V = (Z
J 1;J) (A26)
X = XJ;Y = YJ;Z = ZJ;S = SJ;A = (AJ;J) (A27)
<Part v> Then (A18) can be rewritten as
1
N
I(W;Y
N) 
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(Yi)   H(YijY
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijAi) +
H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(YijJ = i)   H(YijY
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N;J = i)   H(SijAi;J = i) +
H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1;Ai;J = i))
= H(YJjJ)   H(YJjY
J 1;W;S
N
J+1;A
N;J)   H(SJjAJ;J) +
H(SJjS
N
J+1;A
N;W;Y
J 1;AJ;J)
 H(YJ)   H(YJjY
J 1;W;S
N
J+1;A
N;J)   H(SJjAJ;J) +
H(SJjS
N
J+1;A
N;W;Y
J 1;AJ;J)
= H(Y )   H(Y jU)   H(SjA) + H(SjU;A)
= I(U;Y )   I(U;SjA) (A28)
Analogously, (A22) is rewritten as follows,
1
N
I(Z
N;W) 
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N)   H(SijAi) +
H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1;J = i)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W;S
N
i+1;A
N;J = i)   H(SijAi;J = i) +
H(SijS
N
i+1;A
N;W;Y
i 1;Ai;J = i))
= H(ZJjZ
J 1;J)   H(ZJjZ
J 1;W;S
N
J+1;A
N;J)   H(SJjAJ;J) +
H(SJjS
N
J+1;A
N;W;Y
J 1;AJ;J)
= H(ZjV )   H(ZjK;V )   H(SjA) + H(SjU;A)
= I(Z;KjV )   I(U;SjA) (A29)Entropy 2013, 15 466
Substituting (A28), (A29) into (A16) and (A17), Lemma 1 is proved.
In addition, by using the deﬁnitions of U, K, V , Y and Z (see (A24), (A25), (A26) and (A27),
note that V is a part of K), and observing that ZJ 1 ! (Y J 1;W;SN
J+1;AN;J) ! YJ ! ZJ is a
Markov chain, it is easy to check that the Markov chain V ! K ! U ! Y ! Z holds.
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
C. Size Constraint of The Random Variables in Theorem 1
By using the support lemma (see [13], p.310), it sufﬁces to show that the random variable U can be
replaced by new one, preserving the Markovity (U;A) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z and the mutual information
I(U;Z), I(U;Y ), I(U;SjA), and furthermore, the range of the new U satisﬁes: kUkk  kXkkSkkAk+
2. The proof is in the reminder of this section.
Let
 p = pXSA(x;s;a) (A30)
Deﬁne the following continuous scalar functions of  p :
fXSA( p) = pXSA(x;s;a);fY( p) = H(Y );fZ( p) = H(Z);fSjA( p) = H(SjA)
SincetherearekXkkSkkAk 1functionsoffXSA( p), thetotalnumberofthecontinuousscalarfunctions
of  p is kXkkSkkAk+2.
Let  pXSAjU = PrfX = x;S = s;A = ajU = ug. With these distributions  pXSAjU = Pr
fX = x;S = s;A = ajU = ug, we have
pXSA(x;s;a) =
X
u2U
p(U = u)fXSA( pXSAjU) (A31)
I(U;Z) = fZ( p)  
X
u2U
p(U = u)fZ( pXSAjU) (A32)
I(U;SjA) = fSjA( p)  
X
u2U
p(U = u)fSjA( pXSAjU) (A33)
H(Y jU) =
X
u2U
p(U = u)fY( pXSAjU) (A34)
According to the support lemma ([13], p.310), the random variable U can be replaced by new ones
such that the new U takes at most kXkkSkkAk + 2 different values and the expressions (A31), (A32),
(A33) and (A34) are preserved.
D. Size Constraint of The Random Variables in Theorem 2
By using the support lemma (see [13], p.310), it sufﬁces to show that the random variables U, V
and K can be replaced by new ones, preserving the Markovities (U;K;A;V ) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z,
V ! K ! Y ! Z and the mutual information I(U;Y ), I(K;ZjV ), I(U;SjA), and furthermore,
the ranges of the new U, V and K satisfy: kUkk  kXkkSkkAk + 1, kVkk  kXkkSkkAk, kKk 
kXk2kSk2kAk2. The proof is in the reminder of this section.Entropy 2013, 15 467
 (Proof of kUkk  kXkkSkkAk + 1)
Let
 p = pXSA(x;s;a) (A35)
Deﬁne the following continuous scalar functions of  p :
fXSA( p) = pXSA(x;s;a);fY( p) = H(Y );fSjA( p) = H(SjA)
Since there are kXkkSkkAk   1 functions of fXSA( p), the total number of the continuous scalar
functions of  p is kXkkSkkAk+1.
Let  pXSAjU = PrfX = x;S = s;A = ajU = ug. With these distributions  pXSAjU = Pr
fX = x;S = s;A = ajU = ug, we have
pXSA(x;s;a) =
X
u2U
p(U = u)fXSA( pXSAjU) (A36)
I(U;SjA) = fSjA( p)  
X
u2U
p(U = u)fSjA( pXSAjU) (A37)
H(Y jU) =
X
u2U
p(U = u)fY( pXSAjU) (A38)
According to the support lemma ([13], p.310), the random variable U can be replaced by new ones
such that the new U takes at most kXkkSkkAk + 1 different values and the expressions (A36),
(A37) and (A38) are preserved.
 (Proof of kVkk  kXkkSkkAk)
Let
 p = pXSA(x;s;a) (A39)
Deﬁne the following continuous scalar functions of  p :
fXSA( p) = pXSA(x;s;a);fZ( p) = H(Z)
Since there are kXkkSkkAk   1 functions of fXSA( p), the total number of the continuous scalar
functions of  p is kXkkSkkAk.
Let  pXSAjV = PrfX = x;S = s;A = ajV = vg. With these distributions  pXSAjV = Pr
fX = x;S = s;A = ajV = vg, we have
pXSA(x;s;a) =
X
v2V
p(V = v)fXSA( pXSAjV) (A40)
H(ZjV ) =
X
v2V
p(V = v)fZ( pXSAjV) (A41)
According to the support lemma ([13], p.310), the random variable V can be replaced by new ones
such that the new V takes at most kXkkSkkAk different values and the expressions (A40) and
(A41) are preserved.
 (Proof of kKk  kXk2kSk2kAk2)
Once the alphabet of V is ﬁxed, we apply similar arguments to bound the alphabet of K, see the
following. Deﬁne kXkkSkkAk continuous scalar functions of  pXSA :
fXSA( pXSA) = pXSA(x;s;a);fZ( pXSA) = H(Z)Entropy 2013, 15 468
where of the functions fXSA( pXSA), only kXkkSkkAk   1 are to be considered.
For every ﬁxed v, let  pXSAjK;V = PrfX = x;S = s;A = ajK = k;V = vg. With these
distributions  pXSAjK;V, we have
PrfX = x;S = s;A = ajV = vg =
X
k2K
PrfK = kjV = vgfXSA( pXSAjK;V) (A42)
I(K;ZjV = v) = H(ZjV = v)  
X
k2K
fZ( pXSAjK;V)PrfK = kjV = vg (A43)
By the support lemma ([13], p.310), for every ﬁxed v, the size of the alphabet of the random
variable K can not be larger than kXkkSkkAk, and therefore, kKk  kXk2kSk2kAk2 is proved.
E. Proof of Theorem 3
In this section, we will show that any pair (R;Re) 2 Rci is achievable. Wyner’s random binning
technique is used in the construction of the code-book.
Now the remainder of this section is organized as follows. The code construction is in
Subsection E.1. The proof of achievability is given in Subsection E.2.
E.1. Code Construction
Since Re  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z), Re  H(AjZ) and Re  R  I(U;Y ), it is sufﬁcient to show
that the pair (R;Re = minfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g is achievable, and note that this implies that
R  Re = minfI(U;Y )   I(U;Z);H(AjZ)g.
The construction of the code and the proof of achievability are considered into two cases:
 (Case 1) If H(AjZ)  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z), Wyner’s random binning technique [6] is used in the
construction of the code-book.
 (Case 2) If H(AjZ)  I(U;Y )   I(U;Z), Shannon’s strategy [1] is used in the construction of
the code-book.
 (Code construction for case 1)
Given a pair (R;Re), choose a joint probability mass function pU;A;S;X;Y;Z(u;a;s;x;y;z) such that
0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )
Re = I(U;Y )   I(U;Z)
The message set W satisﬁes the following condition:
lim
N!1
1
N
log k W k= R = I(U;Y )    (A44)
where  is a ﬁxed positive real numbers and
0   
(a) I(U;Z) (A45)
Note that (a) is from R  Re = I(U;Y )   I(U;Z) and (A44). Let W = f1;2;:::;2NRg.
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– (Construction of AN)
Generate 2NR i.i.d. sequences aN, according to the probability mass function pA(a). Index
each sequence by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg. For a given message w (w 2 W), choose a
corresponding aN(w) as the output of the action encoder.
– (Construction of UN)
For the transmitted action sequence aN(w), generate 2N(I(U;Y ) 2;N) (2;N ! 0 as N ! 1)
i.i.d. sequences uN, according to the probability mass function pUjA(uijai(w)). Distribute
these sequences at random into 2NR = 2N(I(U;Y ) ) bins such that each bin contains
2N( 2;N) sequences. Index each bin by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg.
Here note that the number of the sequences in every bin is upper bounded as follows.
   2;N 
(a) I(U;Z)   2;N (A46)
where (a) is from (A45). This implies that
lim
N!1
H(U
NjW;Z
N) = 0 (A47)
Note that (A47) can be proved by using Fano’s inequality and (A46).
For a given message w (w 2 W), randomly choose a sequence uN(w;i) in bin w as the
realization of UN.
Let sN be the state sequence generated in response to the action sequence aN(w).
– (Construction of XN) The xN is generated according to a new discrete memoryless
channel (DMC) with inputs uN, sN, and output xN. The transition probability of this
new DMC is pXjU;S(xju;s), which is obtained from the joint probability mass function
pU;A;S;X;Y;Z(u;a;s;x;y;z). The probability
pXNjUN;SN(xNjuN;sN) is calculated as follows.
pXNjUN;SN(x
Nju
N;s
N) =
N Y
i=1
pXjU;S(xijui;si) (A48)
Decoding:
Given a vector yN 2 YN, try to ﬁnd a sequence uN(^ w;^ i) such that (uN(^ w;^ i);aN(^ w);
yN) 2 T N
UAY (3). If there exist sequences with the same ^ w, put out the corresponding ^ w.
Otherwise, i.e., if no such sequence exists or multiple sequences have different message indices,
declare a decoding error.
 (Code construction for case 2)
Given a pair (R;Re), choose a joint probability mass function pU;A;S;X;Y;Z(u;a;s;x;y;z) such that
0  Re  R
R  I(U;Y )
Re = H(AjZ)
The message set W satisﬁes the following condition:
lim
N!1
1
N
log k W k= R = I(U;Y )   1 (A49)Entropy 2013, 15 470
where 1 is a ﬁxed positive real numbers and
0  1 
(b) I(U;Y )   H(AjZ) (A50)
Note that (b) is from R  Re = H(AjZ) and (A49). Let W = f1;2;:::;2NRg.
Code-book generation:
– (Construction of AN)
Generate 2NR i.i.d. sequences aN, according to the probability mass function pA(a). Index
each sequence by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg. For a given message w (w 2 W), choose a
corresponding aN(w) as the output of the action encoder.
– (Construction of UN)
For the transmitted action sequence aN(w), generate 2NR i.i.d. sequences uN, according to
the probability mass function pUjA(uijai(w)). Index each uN by i 2 f1;2;:::;2NRg.
For a given message w (w 2 W), choose a sequence uN(w) as the realization of UN.
Let sN be the state sequence generated in response to the action sequence aN(w).
– (Construction of XN) The xN is generated the same as that for the case 1, and it is
omitted here.
Decoding:
Given a vector yN 2 YN, try to ﬁnd a sequence uN(^ w) such that (uN(^ w);aN(^ w);yN) 2 T N
UAY (3).
If there exist sequences with the same ^ w, put out the corresponding ^ w. Otherwise, i.e., if no such
sequence exists or multiple sequences have different message indices, declare a decoding error.
E.2. Proof of Achievability
By using the above deﬁnitions, it is easy to verify that limN!1
logkWk
N = R.
Then, for the two cases, note that the above encoding and decoding schemes are similar to the one
used in [5]. Hence, by similar arguments as in [5], it is easy to show that Pe   for both cases, and the
proof is omitted here. It remains to show that limN!1   Re for the two cases, see the following.
Proof of limN!1   Re for case 1
lim
N!1
 = lim
N!1
1
N
H(WjZ
N) = lim
N!1
1
N
(H(W;Z
N)   H(Z
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(W;Z
N;U
N)   H(U
NjZ
N;W)   H(Z
N))
(a)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(Z
NjU
N) + H(U
N;W)   H(U
NjZ
N;W)   H(Z
N))
(b)
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(Z
NjU
N) + H(U
N)   H(U
NjZ
N;W)   H(Z
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(H(U
N)   H(U
NjZ
N;W)   I(Z
N;U
N))
 lim
N!1
1
N
(H(U
N)   H(U
NjY
N)   H(U
NjZ
N;W)   I(Z
N;U
N))
= lim
N!1
1
N
(I(U
N;Y
N)   H(U
NjZ
N;W)   I(Z
N;U
N))
=(c) lim
N!1
1
N
(NI(U;Y )   NI(U;Z))
= I(U;Y )   I(U;Z) = Re; (A51)Entropy 2013, 15 471
where (a) is from W ! UN ! ZN, (b) is from H(WjUN) = 0, (c) is from that SN, UN and XN are
i.i.d. generated random vectors, the channels are discrete memoryless and (A47).
Thus, limN!1   Re for case 1 is proved.
Proof of limN!1   Re for case 2
lim
N!1
 = lim
N!1
1
N
H(WjZ
N)
=(1) lim
N!1
1
N
H(A
NjZ
N)
=(2) lim
N!1
1
N
(NH(AjZ))
= H(AjZ) = Re; (A52)
where (1) is from AN is a function of W, and (2) is from AN and XN are i.i.d. generated random vectors,
and the channels are discrete memoryless.
Thus, limN!1   Re for case 2 is proved.
The proof of Theorem 3 is completed.
F. Proof of Theorem 4
In this section, we prove Theorem 4: all the achievable (R;Re) pairs are contained in the set
R(co). Suppose (R;Re) is achievable, i.e., for any given  > 0, there exists a channel encoder-decoder
(N;;Pe) such that
lim
N!1
log k W k
N
= R; lim
N!1
  Re;Pe  :
Then we will show the existence of random variables (A;U;K;V ) ! (X;S) ! Y ! Z such that
0 Re  R (A53)
R I(U;Y ) (A54)
Re I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) (A55)
Since W is uniformly distributed over W, we have H(W) = log k W k. The formulas (A54)
and (A55) are proved by Lemma 2, see the following.
Lemma 2 The random vectors Y N, ZN and the random variables W, V , U, K, A, Y , Z of Theorem 4,
satisfy:
1
N
H(W)  I(U;Y ) +
1
N
(Pe); (A56)
1
N
H(WjZ
N)  I(U;Y )   I(K;ZjV ) +
1
N
(Pe); (A57)
where (Pe) = h(Pe) + Pe log(jWj   1). Note that h(Pe) =  Pe logPe   (1   Pe)log(1   Pe).
Substituting H(W) = log k W k and (5) into (A56) and (A57), and using the fact that  ! 0, the
formulas (A54) and (A55) are obtained. The formula (A53) is from
Re  lim
N!1
 = lim
N!1
1
N
H(WjZ
N)  lim
N!1
1
N
H(W) = R:
It remains to prove Lemma 2, see the following.Entropy 2013, 15 472
Proof 5 (Proof of Lemma 2) The formula (A56) follows from (A58), (A60) and (A66). The formula
(A57) is from (A58), (A59), (A60), (A61), (A66) and (A67).
<Part i> We begin with the left parts of the inequalities (A56) and (A57), see the following.
Since W ! Y N ! ZN is a Markov chain, for the message W, we have
1
N
H(W) =
1
N
H(WjY
N) +
1
N
I(Y
N;W)
(a) 1
N
(Pe) +
1
N
I(Y
N;W): (A58)
For the equivocation to the wiretapper, we have
1
N
H(WjZ
N) =
1
N
(H(W)   I(W;Z
N))
=
1
N
(H(W) + H(WjY
N)   H(WjY
N)   I(W;Z
N))
=
1
N
(I(W;Y
N) + H(WjY
N)   I(W;Z
N))
(b) 1
N
(I(W;Y
N)   I(W;Z
N) + (Pe)): (A59)
Note that (a) and (b) follow from Fano’s inequality.
<Part ii> By using chain rule, the character I(Y N;W) in formulas (A58) and (A59) can be bounded
as follows,
1
N
I(Y
N;W) =
1
N
N X
i=1
I(Yi;WjY
i 1)

1
N
N X
i=1
I(Yi;W;Y
i 1)

1
N
N X
i=1
I(Yi;W;Y
i 1;S
i 1): (A60)
<Part iii> Similar to (A60), the character I(W;ZN) in formula (A59) can be rewritten as follows,
1
N
I(Z
N;W) =
1
N
N X
i=1
I(Zi;WjZ
i 1)
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W)): (A61)
<Part iv> (single letter) To complete the proof, we introduce a random variable J, which is
independent of W, AN, XN, SN, Y N and ZN. Furthermore, J is uniformly distributed over
f1;2;:::;Ng. Deﬁne
U = (W;Y
J 1;S
J 1;J) (A62)
K = (W;Z
J 1;J) (A63)
V = (Z
J 1;J) (A64)
X = XJ;Y = YJ;Z = ZJ;S = SJ;A = AJ (A65)Entropy 2013, 15 473
<Part v> Then (A60) can be rewritten as
1
N
I(W;Y
N) 
1
N
N X
i=1
I(Yi;W;Y
i 1;S
i 1)
=
1
N
N X
i=1
I(Yi;W;Y
i 1;S
i 1jJ = i)
= I(YJ;W;Y
J 1;S
J 1jJ)
 I(YJ;W;Y
J 1;S
J 1;J)
= I(U;Y ) (A66)
Analogously, (A61) is rewritten as follows,
1
N
I(Z
N;W) =
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W))
=
1
N
N X
i=1
(H(ZijZ
i 1;J = i)   H(ZijZ
i 1;W;J = i))
= H(ZJjZ
J 1;J)   H(ZJjZ
J 1;W;J)
= H(ZjV )   H(ZjK;V )
= I(Z;KjV ) (A67)
Substituting (A66), (A67) into (A58) and (A59), Lemma 2 is proved.
In addition, by using the deﬁnitions of U, K, V , Y and Z (see (A62), (A63), (A64) and (A65),
note that V is a part of K), and observing that ZJ 1 ! (Y J 1;W;SJ 1;J) ! YJ ! ZJ and
(W;Y J 1;SJ 1;J) ! AJ ! SJ are two Markov chains, it is easy to check that the Markov chains
V ! K ! U ! Y ! Z and U ! A ! S hold.
The proof of Theorem 4 is completed.
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